Hack Effect:
Role-playing in the Mass Effect universe with Old School Hack rules
By Aaron Kavli
In the year 2148, explorers on Mars discovered the remains of ancient space-faring civilization. In the decades
that followed, other mysterious artifacts revealed startling new technologies, enabling travel to the furthest stars. The
basis for this incredible technology was a force that controlled the very fabric of space and time. They called it the
greatest discovery in human history. The other civilizations of the galaxy call it—MASS EFFECT.
In the year 2183, humanity is at a crossroads. It wished to be admitted to the Citadel Council and take its place
as a recognized force among the aliens. It is around this time that the epic events surrounding Commander Shepard—
the first human SPECTRE—begin to unfold that will shake and challenge all the races of the Citadel and a whole galaxy.
Yet Shepard and the crew of the SSV Normandy are not the only heroes flying into the proverbial thresher’s
maw. The Alliance has other vessels in the Fifth Fleet assigned to do missions beyond the pale of regular duty; the
salarian STG, the asari commandoes, and other Council SPECTREs patrol distant and dangerous worlds to drive off geth
invaders, explore ancient prothean ruins, and dispense justice to rogue mercenaries, mad scientists, galactic terrorists,
and bloody pirates.
The team of heroes played in Hack Effect has been assembled under the auspices of the Corsairs, a secret
Alliance program that operates outside of normal government channels. They are expendable and their existence will be
denied if a mission goes wrong. These squads of Corsairs are made up of motley crews from organizations and races
from around the galaxy. They will be sent to dark and distant jungles, shady corporate cities, and long forgotten alien
ruins. They will battle enemies large and small; enemies that smile with fangs and flame-throwers and those that smile
with genetically enhanced pearly whites and deviously written—and legally binding—contracts.
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Hack Effect is a free, fan-made RPG. The rules are based on Kirin
Robinson’s (http://www.oldschoolhack.net) “Old School Hack” with
helpful inspiration taken from David A Hill Jr’s
(http://machineageproductions.com/) Retrocalypse / Fallout RPG,
and of course Bioware’s most awesome Mass Effect series of
computer games. It is not authorized by Bioware or any other
holders of rights to Mass Effect. No copyright challenge is meant
and this fan created item will be removed without question at the
behest of any such right holder. Discussion of the setting in this
document is minimal and all information and graphics found in this
game were found on-line with little effort. Info and graphics used in
this RPG is taken from such sites as Bioware’s
http://www.masseffect.com/me2 and
http://masseffect.wikia.com/wiki/Mass_Effect_Wiki.
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Thanks to Bioware for an awesome game and to the many fans for
collecting and organizing the info. The 2nd link contains much of the
settings Codex and is very informative for setting detail.
The game rules content is released under a Creative Commons
Attribution/Non-commercial license.
Feel free to distribute, modify, hack, or insult as you see fit.

Shameless Self-Promotion:
Hey! If you’d like to show your appreciation for the work I put into this, consider swinging on over to Amazon
and check out my book, The Prophet A’Resh. It is available in Paperback and Kindle editions.
http://www.amazon.com/Prophet-AResh-Aaron-Kavli/dp/160290300X/ref=ntt_at_ep_dpt_1
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Creating Your Squad
Hack Effect, being a pencil-and-paper role playing game (RPG), will require you to bring a few items to get
started; notably pencils and paper. But also:
 Some 10 sided and 12 sided dice of various colors.
 A bowl of red and blue poker chips or other markers such as beads to represent Paragon and Renegade
points (abbreviated PR points). You can use the token sheet at the end of this book.
 Printout of Career and Character sheets.
 Pencils and Paper.
 Tokens or miniatures to represent Characters and enemies. See token sheet at end of this book.
 A copy of the combat tracker will be handy too. Print out the sheet at end of this book.
 Oh yeah, and some people to play with; 3-5 would be nice. One is the Game Master (GM).
Step 1: Each player needs to select a Career and take that Character Sheet. In order to make the most of mixed-unit tactics, High
Command has ordered this operation to only allow one of each Career type on the ground teams.
Step 2: Each player needs to select a Race and record the abilities of each on the Character Sheet. Roll for the Character’s Hack
Effect Profile Attribute (HEPA) and record them as well, modifying them by Race choice if needed. There are no racial limits on group
composition; have you ever faced an asari commando unit? Few humans have. There are ample examples in the Mass Effect
universe of all the races holding many different jobs; there are even krogan technicians and scientists!
Step 3: Select a Faction and record it on the Character sheet. It will default to Alliance Corsairs, but it can also be one of the
established groups in the Mass Effect universe: Alliance, Cerberus, Citadel Council, or the Military of a particular race. It could also
be a mercenary company, krogan clan, mega-corporation, pirate crew, being a freelancer, or criminal syndicate; if so, be sure to
come up with a name worthy of a Paragon or Renegade. This is the group that has the character’s loyalty, be it by family, species,
ideals, or just paycheck. Whether this loyalty stands above loyalty to the character’s comrades is up to the player. Give a short
description of how the character became involved with their faction and with the mission in game. Also include a short concept; e.g.,
“Noble Assassin” or “Wisecracking Saboteur.”
Step 4: Now pick one of the Career Powers from the Character Sheet
and one skill from the Skills list. Powers are career specific, but any
character can choose any skill.

D12 Roll
1
2

Step 5: Record a weapon that the character will start with; be sure to
give it a cool name like the ZT-64 Pulverizer. The career choice will limit
the type of weapon available along guidelines set in the Mass Effect
universe.

3
4
5

Step 6: With the career limitations and the Encumbrance rules in mind,
select appropriate armor for the character and note the Armor Class
(AC) on the sheet. Fighting without armor will grant bonus PR points,
allowing for more frequent use of powers.
Step 7: Note any other starting equipment appropriate to the
characters career, race, or faction. Everyone also starts with a Wealth
Level of one. Since the Mass Effect universe is one of mass credits, Hack
Effect will use Wealth Levels (abbreviated by a number of $) instead.
Each $ allows a Character to make a rolls to buy gear, upgrade
equipment, or they can be used for bribes or deals during a mission.
See Wealth Level below.
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Step 8: Decide what goal has brought the Character into this misfit unit;
either make one up or roll on the table above. The results on the table
might be familiar to some…
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Motivation (Aside from saving the galaxy.)
You must keep your cloned, twin sibling from your
power mad father and his plans.
Your father’s ship has gone missing and you want to
know what happened.
Something is bothering you and you need to visit your
home world to find out what.
Your daughter is a powerful biotic and a psychotic
murderer and you must track her down.
One of your protégés has been kidnapped by Krogan
and you must save him.
You were tortured as a child in an experiment and you
want to find out about the project and make sure it
has stopped.
Your offspring has decided to follow in your steps
down a dark path and you must stop him.
You were betrayed by a squad mate and everyone else
was killed. You will find him and make him pay.
You need to recover your family’s stolen heirloom set
of combat armor; its crap but it’s yours.
You need to hunt down an organ (body part, not
instrument) smuggler that got away because of some
bureaucratic nonsense.
The Council is corrupt and betraying us all! And you
will prove it and bring them down.
You want to be the love interest for another character
(OK, or NPC) and will select whichever dialogue option
is most likely to unlock that achievement and cutscene.

Hack Effect Careers
Hack Effect is geared towards rules-light, streamlined play. To this end, some of
the Mass Effect careers and abilities look different. Most notably are that ME
Biotic powers and ME Biotic careers (Adept, Sentinel, Vanguard) have been
combined into “Biotic Attack” and “Biotic” respectively. The varied Tech powers of
ME have also been combined into a single Hack Effect ability called “Tech Attack.”

2d10
HEPA Bonus
5 or less
-2
6-8
-1
9-11
0
12-13
+1
14-15
+2
16-17
+3
Hack Effect Profile Attribute (HEPA):
18-19
+4
A character’s Hack Effect Profile Attribute (HEPA) is a representation of various
20
+5
physical and mental attributes that usually fall outside of regular combat. The scores do
have secondary effects in such cases as Encumbrance and checking for Resolve, but most combat bonuses come from
career powers as listed on the Character sheets. Roll 2d10 and consult the HEPA table, adjusting the final HEPA value by
Career and Race as applicable. These bonuses are applied when a Character is called upon to make an HEPA roll.
 Fitness—It’s hard to hustle to cover if you run out of breath half-way there! Fitness represents general physical
ability, physique, agility, and ability to carry extra equipment.
 Awareness—Not everything is out in the open, be it facts or targets. A high Awareness represents a combination
of senses, intuition, and attention to detail.
 Resolve—Staying the course! In combat or facing the terrors of an unknown universe, characters are often called
upon to either keep their orders or keep their faith or keep their pants clean.
 Stealth—One’s ability to be tricky or cunning. Covers most illicit activities from lying and pick pocketing to
sneaking from shadow to shadow.
 Science—This stat represents a character’s ability to reason as much as it does overall scientific knowledge.
 Influence—A wise being once said, “Politics is war by other means.” Some battles are fought on the trading
floor, the back room, or Council chambers. This HEPA combines one’s social standing among peers and one’s
charisma.
Types of Powers:
Career powers come in 3 types that describe how often they can be used.
Constant Powers: These powers apply the described effects at all applicable times, or can always be activated.
Cooldown Powers: These powers represent those things that require a time in between uses to represent
equipment cooling down, biotic charges building back up, or time needed for a special ability to reset. In Hack Effect
Cooldown powers cannot be used again in the same engagement without the use of 1 PR point to perform the
cooldown. This is merely a Hack Effect convention to promote the use of Paragon and Renegade points. To make it more
“Mass Effecty,” cooldown powers could be used every other turn instead, but biotic and tech attacks can be made every
turn, just not the cool power effects. So the cooldown aspect doesn’t leave a biotic or tech helpless. Just as
consideration for the players and GM about how cooldown powers should be used.
Mission Powers: These powers tend to be more powerful or more limited and thus can only be used once per
Mission phase (see p.25). These powers can be loosely interpreted as those needing some down time or sleep in
between uses. There may be multiple down times during a mission phase, so the GM needs to determine if the time
between engagements in a single mission is enough to reset the power. 2 PR points can also be spent to recharge a
Mission power.
Focus Powers: Some powers require a greater deal of preparation or concentration and require a Focus action to
be taken before being used. Focus powers tend to be more powerful but if the Character is interrupted or damaged
somehow, the Focus power is not usable that turn.
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The Soldier
Background:

Level
1
2
3
4

These are the combat
specialists of Hack Effect, able
to use any and all equipment
to take the fight to the enemy.
These may belong to a military
body, planetary militia,
paramilitary police force, or
mercenary.

Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
A Few Good Lifeforms—You
train and you train and then
you train some more. Your
character gains +2 Fitness
MEP, +1 Health per level,
and gains a free Heavy slot
regardless of Fitness.
(Constant)

Training:
All Weapons, All Armor.

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light or Tactical armor
Omni-tool

Rank (Pay-grade)
Grunt ($)
Gunner ($$)
Trooper ($$$)
Commando ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Ammo Specialty—You know what ammo
works best against any foe out there and can
quickly swap out magazines to engage. All tohit dice rolled are considered Critical dice.
Overkill—Your training allows you can get
more out of your automatic weapons than
other shooters. After a Focus action, you may
attack a number of times equal to your level
+1, with +1 to-hit roll for each attack. This
may only be done using some manner of
automatic weapon (assault rifle, SMG.) For
each PR point added, you may make another
attack.
Storm—Your Character is able to move from
cover so effectively that they may Move and
choose a Defend or Protect action. You also
get a +1 AC when in a Crowded zone.
Flash-Bang—You can load yourself down with
various concussive shots, flash-bangs, and
stun grenades. When this power is used and
the target is hit, the target takes normal
equipped weapon damage and is stunned
until Action 2 of the next turn.
Covering Fire—Using any automatic weapon
you are able to blanket a chosen zone within
your weapon’s range with bullets. Every
enemy in the chosen zone is automatically
Impeded. This power is not normally used to
hit enemies, but for every 2 PR points spent
the character may make a to-hit roll against
an enemy while using covering fire, which is
resolved as normal. Pinning won’t trigger a
counter attack but hits using PR points will.

Constant

4

Game Notes:
Focus
Cooldown

Constant

Cooldown

Cooldown

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Biotic
Background:

Level
1
2
3
4

The ability to create and
manipulate mass effect fields
(usually with violence) is the
core of the biotic’s life and
training. There are different
specialties within the biotic
field, determined by the
selected Career Powers. Biotic
ability is either innate (asari) or
unlocked via implants
(humans.)
Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
Barrier—You are able to
craft a powerful mass effect
field during Action 1 to
absorb and deflect enemy
attacks. This gives you +2 AC
for 3 turns. (Cooldown)

Training:
Biotic Attack, Pistol, Light
Armor

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light armor
Omni-tool

Rank (Pay-grade)
Adept ($)
Defender ($$)
Vanguard ($$$)
Justicar ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Assault Training—Advanced tactical training
has been made available to you. You may pick
an additional weapon to be trained in and can
wear Tactical Armor.
Get Over Here!—Most biotic attacks tend to
knock targets around somewhat, but you can
really send them flying! Your attacks do
normal biotic damage, but can move the
target 1 zone in any direction, criticals do +2
damage, and all attacks in Crowded zones are
+1 damage. If the target is near a safety
hazard (like a starship engine, on a tall
balcony, or near a thresher maw in heat) you
may hurl them into it by spending 1 Renegade
point. A nice, juicy description of the target’s
intended demise should finish off any lower
level enemy and cause some havoc to with
even the toughest foes.
Overload—Mass effect fields can be used to
warp, drain, and overload a target’s armor.
When this power is used, the biotic attack
does +1 damage and all AC bonuses are
immediately removed (even for Taking Cover;
biotics have a way of sending you flying!); if
there are no AC bonuses, the target’s AC is
dropped 1 level until the next turn’s Move
action.
Biotic Mastery—You are so in tune with the
mass effect fields you generate that can cause
more damage than normal biotics without
even trying. All dice for biotic to-hit rolls are
now Critical.
Light ‘em up!—Focusing your will and
embracing eternity (or your implants) you can
summon even more powerful field effects.
You create a biotic attack that is +2 to-hit, +2
damage, and can attack a number of enemies
in the same zone equal to level +1.

Constant
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Game Notes:
Focus
Cooldown

Cooldown

Constant

Focus
Cooldown

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Operative
Background:
These are the spies, corporate
troubleshooters, and under
cover investigators of the Mass
Effect universe. Every
organization and government
has them, or at least uses
freelancers. Operatives are
well trained and are proficient
in a wide variety of skills. The
line between Operative and
Criminal is sometimes very
blurry.
Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
“I see you…”—Gain +2
Awareness HEPA. Gain +2 to
all rolls to bypass security;
be it a computer, camera,
or watchful guard.
(Constant)

Training:
Pistol, Biotic or Tech Attack,
Light Armor

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light Armor
Omni-tool

Level
1
2
3
4

Rank (Pay-grade)
Snitch ($)
Sleuth ($$)
Agent ($$$)
Shadow ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Barrier—You are able to craft a powerful
mass effect field during Action 1 to absorb
and deflect enemy attacks. This gives you +2
AC for 3 turns.
OR (depending if character chose Biotic or
Tech Attack)
Tech Armor—You are able to extend your
Omni-tools power to sustain your armor. You
get +1 AC for duration of Engagement.
The Network—You have contacts in every
corner of the galaxy and they either owe you
or you have something on them. Some may
actually be colleagues. Once per Mission you
may create an NPC with a vital fact or item
without costing any PR points. You can also
always create a useful NPC using only 1 PR
point.
Black Ops—Someone, somewhere, is secretly
funding your missions. It might be a
government agency or a corporate front
company. You may or may not know where it
comes from but it’s probably best that you
don’t. Gain $$ with a successful Awareness or
Influence roll during the debriefing phase of
the operation.
Tech Disguise—Using a combination of
advanced holographic technology, VI access,
and specialized training, you get +2 to all rolls
when trying to “hide in the open” or trying to
pass as someone or something you are not.
Spending 2 PR points will allow you to
succeed even if your dice roll fails.
Booby Trap—Being sneaky isn’t just for fun
and profit! You are able to analyze probable
paths of enemy approach and know how to
set traps—be it bombs, snares, or SMGs on
tripwires—to stop them. With a successful
Stealth roll at the beginning of any
engagement you have managed to set a trap.
Select any target, at any time, and set it off
for 2 damage. For each Renegade point spent,
the blast will affect an additional target.

Cooldown
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Game Notes:

Mission
Constant

Mission

Constant

Mission

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Engineer
Background:
These squad members are
trained as saboteurs, field
techs, and anti synthetic
combat specialists. They
have the ability to use their
Omni-Tools to damage
enemies and aid allies in
battle. They are useful for
needed repairs and
servicing unit equipment.

Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
AI Hacking—Your training and
equipment allow you to
sometimes hack into enemy
synthetics and control them.
Whenever you score a Critical
hit with a Tech Attack, you
may chose to gain control of
that target for 2 turns instead
of doing any damage.
(Constant)

Training:
Tech Attack (+2 to-hit vs.
synthetics), Pistol or
Shotgun, Light Armor

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light Armor
Omni-tool

Level
1
2
3
4

Rank (Pay-grade)
Tinkerer ($)
Hacker ($$)
Sapper ($$$)
Saboteur ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Tech Armor—You are able to extend your
Omni-tools power to sustain your armor. You
get +1 AC for duration of Engagement.
Short Circuit—Tech attacks can be used to
short circuit a target’s armor. When this
power is used, the Tech attack does +1
damage and stuns the target for 1 turn.
Additionally all AC bonuses are immediately
removed (even for Taking Cover as doing the
60hz shuffle tends to leave a target open);
synthetic targets are reduced to AC 8 until
next turn’s Move action.
Combat Drone—Engineers can deploy combat
drones (one at a time) to support their squad.
These count as Seasoned NPCs (AC 10, 2
Health) armed with SMGs, with same
initiative as their owner. They can move and
shoot in the same turn or can move and be
used to protect anyone the Character
chooses, generating a Counter-Attack when
hit. Using 2 PR points when a Combat Drone
is destroyed will cause the enemy that
destroyed the drone to lose 1 Health, no rolls
needed.
Safety Override—Every now and then the
specs have to be thrown out! You know how
to bypass every safety interlock on your gear
and you know just what your stuff can do. By
performing a Focus action you can increase
the output of one piece of gear, until it
overheats. Choose an item or power and add
+1 to any value concerning it. This lasts until
the end of the current engagement or until
you roll any ‘1’ using that equipment
(includes to-hit and skill rolls), in which case
the bonus disappears and you suffer 1 point
of feedback damage.
Heat Sync—It takes an Engineer to fully grasp
just how to use gear. You may perform a
Cooldown on any unit member without
spending any PR points by linking your Omnitool.

Cooldown
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Game Notes:
Cooldown

Cooldown

Mission

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20
Focus

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Scientist
Background:
These academics and
scholars dedicate their lives
to unlocking the mysteries
of the universe (or
unlocking of the largest
scientific grants!) and
applying that knowledge in
the field for the good of…
someone.

Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
Well Read—Due to your
many years of study you
gain +2 Science MEP and
get to select 2 skills per
level instead of 1.
(Constant)

Training:
Tech Attack (+2 vs.
synthetics), Pistol, Light
Armor

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light armor
Omni-tool

Level
1
2
3
4

Rank (Pay-grade)
Lab Assistant ($)
Graduate ($$)
Doctor ($$$)
Professor ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Neural Shock—First do no harm… is not what
they taught you! With a successful Science
roll you instantly heal 1 point of damage from
any team member. Using 1 Renegade point
instead allows you to instantly damage any
organic target for 1 point and automatically
Corner the target, no rolls required.
Tech Armor—You are able to extend your
Omni-tools power to sustain your armor. You
get +1 AC for duration of Engagement.
Objective Peer Review—You are part of a
large fellowship of academics that study and
review each other’s work. You learn things
and you make admirers and critics that are
willing to share or correct you. Once per
Mission you may create an NPC with a vital
scientific fact or item without costing any PR
points. You can also always create a
“scientist” NPC using only 1 PR point.

Focus
Cooldown

Upgrade—You have the know-how, the
tools, and the lab. All you need are the
parts. You are able to perform Upgrades
(see Wealth Level) for two $$ less than
listed by passing a Science HEPA instead
of a $$ roll. All other effects, costs, and
limitations still apply—even the rolling
“1” for the cheap-skates.

Mission

Grant Grubber—You understand matters
mathematical, and equations both the simple
and quadratical; you also understand matters
economical. Experiments are expensive and
you have ties to one or major foundations
that fund your work. Sure it’s about the
science, but being able to eat is nice too. You
gain +$$ during the debriefing phase of the
operation with a successful Science or
Influence roll.

Mission
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Game Notes:

Cooldown

Mission
Constant

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Criminal
Background:
Not everyone sent into the
field by the Corsairs are
upstanding galactic citizens;
some are actually corsairs! But
they do know how to get
things done. Criminals may
have dabbled in many crimes
or specialized in one in
particular (the details should at
least be touched on at
Character creation.)

Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
Fearless—You’ve partied in
the most wretched hives of
scum and villainy the galaxy
has to offer and lived; unlike
the other guy. You get +2 to
all rolls to resist fear and
intimidation and for
Streetwise rolls. (Constant)

Training:
Criminals may pick any of two
of the following in any
combination: Weapon, Biotic
Attack, Tech Attack, Light
Armor. Both picks may be used
on different weapons.

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light armor
Omni-tool

Level
1
2
3
4

Rank (Pay-grade)
Hustler ($)
Thug ($$)
Rogue ($$$)
King Pin ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Sticky Appendages—A fool and his
credits/house/personal data/starship are
soon parted and you’re just the one to do it.
+2 to all Stealth rolls to access (take)
property or bypass security systems; includes
everything from pick pocketing to grav vehicle
theft.
Crazy Eyes—With a colorful mix of psychotic
expressions and choice language, you can
force all organic enemies in a zone to make a
Resolve check against your highest HEPA
score (depending on your style) or flee the
battle. It also grants a +2 bonus in all
intimidation attempts. Hmm, maybe they
were right about you…
Don’t Make Me Angry—You warned them,
but they just didn’t listen. They never do. And
now they’ll pay. Take a focus action to
perform a +2 to-hit and +2 damage attack.
Bad Boy/Girl/Being—Every species seem to
have members with a soft spot for the hard
case; and you know how to make being bad
sexy. Maybe its pity, a desire to “fix” you, or
just some hidden fantasy. But you know how
to play to it and get what you want from
them. All Influence rolls to seduce, convince,
con, or otherwise get something from such a
person are at +2.
Bunko Artist—There are many ways to make
money, but you focus on the tricking folks out
of theirs by using scams or rigged games. This
might be mass extra-net mail scams, credit
fraud, or rigged gambling contacts. The player
must describe the nature of the scam and
choose an appropriate HEPA (usually Stealth
or Influence) with applicable skill bonuses;
with a successful roll the criminal gains +$
during the debriefing phase of the operation.
Spending 2 Renegade points will allow a failed
roll to succeed.

Constant
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Game Notes:

Focus
Mission

Focus
Cooldown

Constant

Mission

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

The Infiltrator
Background:

Level
1
2
3
4

Raining down endless waves of
bullets, biotics, and bombs is
not the only way to wage war.
The infiltrator is the elite
sniper, the professional hitman, the legendary assassin
that uses stealth and wits to
line up the perfect shot. Some
operate via the silencer, others
via the scope but all true
infiltrators are well trained.

Motivation:

Inherent Ability:
Tactical Cloak—This advanced
armor allows the Infiltrator to
turn invisible for 1 turn (Action
1) during which time the
Character may perform all turn
actions normally and cannot
be attacked. It is often used to
sneak up close to a mark or
make a Focus action with a
Sniper rifle. Adds Constant +2
Stealth MEP while worn.
(Mission/Constant)

Training:
Pistol or Sniper Rifle, Tech
Attack, Tactical Armor

Rank (Pay-grade)
Scout ($)
Sniper ($$)
Predator ($$$)
Assassin ($$$$)

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Escape & Evade—By using 2 PR points you are
able to automatically escape any and all
attacks by moving to another zone. With a
successful Stealth roll vs. the highest
Ammo Specialty—You know what ammo
works best against any foe out there and can
quickly swap out magazines to engage. All tohit dice rolled are considered Critical dice.
Bounty Hunter—Once per mission pick 1
seasoned level or higher enemy & spend 1 PR
point. If you deliver the killing blow, you
collect $$ at the end of the mission.
Booby Trap—Being sneaky isn’t just for fun
and profit! You are able to analyze probable
paths of enemy approach and know how to
set traps—be it bombs, snares, or SMGs on
tripwires—to stop them. With a successful
Stealth roll at the beginning of any
Engagement you have managed to set a trap.
Select any target, at any time, and set it off
for 2 damage. For each Renegade point spent,
the blast will affect an additional target.
Head Shot—By making a Focus action you are
able to zoom in for a deadly head shot that
ignores all armor, grants +2 to hit, and does 5
damage regardless of weapon type. These
bonuses do not stack with other bonuses that
turn. Useful for up-close wet-work and
reaching out to touch someone.

Mission

Gear:
1 weapon of choice
Light armor
Omni-tool
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Game Notes:
Constant

Mission

Mission

Focus
Mission

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Hack Effect Character Sheet
Character Name:
Character Race &
Faction:
Played By:
HEPA
Value

HEPA
Attribute

Career Power or Skill

Effect

Usage Type

Fitness
Awareness
Resolve
Stealth
Science
Influence
Armor Type: _______________

Hits

Heavy Armor (-2 Stealth)
Very Heavy Armor (-5 Stealth)

Armor
Class

Weapon

Damage

Health
Extra
Extra
Extra
Extra
Good
Good
Bleeding
Wounded
Critical
Mission Fail

Favored Environment (+2 to-hit)

(Counts as Heavy Slot)
(Counts as Heavy Slot)
Heavy Slots (Equal to Fitness HEPA)
Wealth
Level
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Notes

Hack Effect Races

Humans: New to the galactic scene, but making their presence felt. If you are playing Hack Effect, you are probably one
of us.
 Inherent: Watch Me Work!—Humanity is still trying to prove itself and is doing a pretty good job thanks to
people like Chief Williams and Commander Shepard. But there’s a long way to go! Every turn a Human rolls a
critical (not just a “10” but a bona fide critical hit), they get one PR point (max 1 per turn). What they were doing
will decide if it is a Paragon or Renegade point.
 Limitation: New Comers—Humanity has only been out among the stars for a few decades. Other races—even if
they respect the Alliance—consider humanity to be ignorant children that have been given special treatment by
the Council. Humans, even well researched ones, are not as versed as other races in galactic history and culture
and suffer a -1 to all dice rolls made on those subjects.

Asari: Most ancient, respected, and gawked at of the Council races. Blue, beautiful, and all women—sort of.
 Inherent: Embrace Eternity— +2 Influence. All to hit rolls using biotics get +1.
 Limitation: Everyone loves the asari—While ancient and respected they are constantly (by some) ogled,
considered promiscuous by many, and seen as floozies—even if they are commandos.

Krogan: These aliens were uplifted by the salarians to fight the rachni, put down by the turians in a great war, and then
afflicted with a genetic disease by the salarians to keep their war like population in check. Krogan are a bit touchy about
the whole affair. They revel in the fight, even when it might not be the best move. Regardless of career, all krogan can
select shotgun as their primary weapon.
 Inherent: That one has a quad—Anyone who didn’t know how tough krogan were before they met one sure
knows after… if they lived. You get +2 Health and automatically recover all Health levels except Mission Fail after
an engagement.
 Limitation: Subtract 1 from all HEPA (-2 max penalty) scores except Fitness and Resolve at character creation.
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Turian: Coming from a culture of military discipline and public service, the Turians are known for their tactical prowess.
They are tall, tough, and smart.
 Inherent: Call of Duty—Due to civic mindedness and a strong sense of loyalty, Turians receive +2 Resolve. +1 to
all rolls to resist Radiation Hazards.
 Limitation: Considered to be imperialistic conquerors, Turians are not well liked by independent or criminal
elements and suffer a -1 to all Influence rolls in those situations—unless it is mostly Turian in nature.

Quarian: Refugees from their own home world and creators of the Geth. Now restricted to their environmental suits
and living in the migrant fleet, they are skilled Technicians and can be found across the galaxy on pilgrimage.
 Inherent: That should work—+2 to all rolls for repair or scavenging tasks.
 Limitation: Due to risks of infection, any time a Quarian is reduced to Wounded status or worse, they must pass
a Fitness test or die from infection at the end of the current mission. This can be avoided by the use of a Paragon
point or by spending $$ for advanced medical treatment if available.

Salarian: Manic amphibians with large eyes and short life spans. They are nimble and very intelligent.
 Inherent: No time for Humans!—+1 to all Initiative rolls due to frantic manner.
 Limitation: Salarians, despite being on the Council for thousands of years, are very short lived compared even to
Humans. They are always a bustle of activity, don’t sleep very often, and after a while tend to get on the nerves
of other races.

Drell: Reptilian humanoids saved from extinction by the Hanar. They are tough, quick, and often very religious. They
have eidetic memories that can send them into sudden fits of perfect nostalgia.
 Inherent: Eidetic Memory—Drell characters can automatically recall any detail they personally viewed or heard.
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 Limitation: Flashback—Once per Mission the GM can seed 2 PR points to force the drell to lose a turn reliving a
vivid memory (Paragon=good memory, Renegade=bad). The drell may counter this by putting up 2 of the
opposite type of points.

Geth: There are apparently geth that don’t want to wipe out biological life or become Reapers. Commander Shepard
met one so it can be assumed that there are others out there. Character geth platforms (if allowed) hold many more VI
than normal and are thus much more capable with greater initiative. As of opening the Omega IV relay, only one existed.
 Inherent: WE ARE GETH—Being AI, the geth are expert at any and all computer cracking or programming. They
gain +2 Science HEPA, +2 to all rolls to access, analyze, or hack into a computer system or program.
 Limitation: Hacked Off—Even good guy AI can get hacked. Any time an enemy engineer (or like enemy that
could hack an AI) hits the geth with a critical, the geth (instead of suffering damage) immediately attacks a
friendly character at random. They then lose their next turn as their system resets. Oh yeah… most organic races
fear and loathe the geth—so do the heretic geth. -3 Influence HEPA.

Hack Effect Skills:
Skills in Hack Effect are similar to Career Powers, granting
Making Skill Rolls:
bonuses or special effects. But skills can be purchased by any character
To perform certain non-combat actions, the
and are a good way to flesh out their concept. Each character picks a
player and GM should determine which
Career Power and a Skill at creation and then another at each level,
HEPA, powers, and skills are applicable to
except for the scientist, who may choose 2 skills per level. Unless
the action. The player rolls 1d12 + HEPA
otherwise stated, a skill simply gives a +2 to HEPA skill rolls in an
bonus + applicable skill + other mods. This
appropriate situation.
value must meet or exceed a target number
Skills are not necessarily tied to a single HEPA, as some
set by the GM, or must beat the GM’s roll of
situations may use different ways to solve the same problem. For
1d12 + difficulty + NPC HEPA + NPC skill as
example; a case could be made for allowing a Gambling bonus to be
applicable. If the Character roll succeeds the
rolled using Awareness (counting cards), Influence (reading pokeraction is successful, otherwise it fails.
faces), or Stealth (cheating) depending on the style of character.
Beating the GM set target or roll by 5 or
Different skills may also be reasonably used to the same end; art or
more generates a bonus; either a special
forgery may both be used to create a recreation of the Mona Lisa.
effect or maybe a PR point if GM approves.
Having both skills may actually provide an additional bonus at the GM’s
Rolling a 12 when the GM did not generates
discretion. Feel free to add to the list as needed, though it would
an automatic success and possibly a few PR
probably be better to reduce the list or not use it at all.
points for rolling so well.
Many skills are more geared towards the non-combat oriented
parts of a mission, but if a skill could reasonably (or awesomely!) be used in combat, shoot. Go ahead; tell that ancient AI
that everything you say is a lie and see what happens!








Athletics—Bonus to all rolls concerning athletic feats or competitions; +1 initiative rolls.
Prestidigitation—Bonus to all rolls concerning slight of hand tricks of the fingers.
Martial Arts—Bonus to all to-hit rolls in hand-to-hand combat. Additionally, wearing no armor gives AC 10.
Piloting—Bonus to flying craft; type should be specified. Fighter craft might use Fitness, cruisers Awareness.
Gunnery—Bonus to using vehicle mounted weapons such as starship turrets or Mako cannons.
Zero-G—Bonus to moving between zones in a zero gravity environment.
Gaming—Bonus to all rolls involving gaming or gambling.
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Investigation—Bonus to all rolls to uncover clues or retrieve data on a person, place, or thing.
Tracking—Bonus to all rolls involving trying to find, hunt, or trap animals or sentients in wilderness areas.
Research—Bonus to all rolls involving unlocking new scientific information or solving theoretical troubles.
Art—Bonus to all rolls for creating, examining, or researching non-performance styles of art.
Acting—Bonus to all rolls attempting to act like someone else, either for drama or for disguise.
Forgery—Bonus to all rolls while attempting to make some sort of falsified documents, computer records, or the
like.
Scavenging—Bonus to all rolls when attempting to collect useful scrap parts or making repairs with them.
Law—Bonus to all rolls concerning the interpretation, debate, and application of legal matters.
Astro Navigation—Bonus to all rolls to figure out interplanetary or Mass Relay travel routes; for target ships too.
Negotiation—Bonus to all roll when working out agreements, sales, purchases, or debating issues.
Biomechanics—Bonus to all rolls when analyzing or working with biology, medicine, or implants.
Engineering—Bonus to all rolls involving the design, analysis, or building of the chosen field.
Streetwise—Bonus to all rolls involving getting around, getting info, and getting things in urban environments.
Survival—Bonus to all rolls involving living off the land, finding shelter, trapping, etc in wilderness environs.
Performance—Bonus to all rolls involving putting on a show; dancing, singing, juggling, mandible clacking.
Recon—Bonus to all rolls involving attempts to gather intelligence in the field and avoid detection.
Tactics—Bonus to all rolls trying to decide the enemies moves in small unit battles. One Character per
engagement may roll; if successful each squad member has a +1 bonus to their first to-hit roll.
Decryption—Bonus to all rolls trying to access modern security systems or hack into computer networks.
Technician—Bonus to all rolls to analyze or repair electro-mechanical items; tomkah engines, generators, laser
turrets, etc.
Leadership—Bonus to all rolls concerning influencing troops and commanding loyalty. Once Character per
engagement can attempt a skill roll and if successful can grant each squad member +1 Resolve for the duration
of that battle.
Investing—Bonus to all rolls involving attempts to earn money through the financial system. May roll at the end
of each mission, success garners +$.

Wealth Level:
The Mass Effect universe is one of lots of money and lots of upgrades. So much so that it would be tedious to
keep track of, and indeed against the very philosophy of a system like Hack Effect. To alleviate all that record keeping
Hack Effect uses an attribute called Wealth Level. There are plenty of other sci-fi RPGs with price lists and such and you
are free to use them instead. Each Wealth Level is shown by a “$” symbol.
Every Character has a default Wealth Level (WL) of $ equal to their Character Rank, which expresses the basic
pay and support garnered from the Alliance Corsairs (or whomever the squad is working for). Pay-grade $ automatically
restore at the beginning of each operation (for living expenses and use during the mission) and at the end of each
mission (for use in the debriefing stage.) Some powers, skills, and treasure nodes can grant characters bonus $ at the
end of the mission, but these usually require a skill roll to get the $. $ can also be found in treasure nodes on
assignment. When these bonus $’s are spent they are gone for good, but they can be saved from mission to mission.
Pay-grade $ is lost if not spent (cost of living is a grim reality even in the Mass Effect!) and cannot be saved.
How to test $: Wealth Level is treated like a HEPA attribute, with each $ representing a +1 bonus. When a
character wants to use their financial resources they inform the GM of the fact and how many $ they are going to use on
the roll. They then roll d12 + $ used + applicable skill against the GM d12 + $ cost assigned +/- other modifications. If the
character wins they are able to make the purchase; if the GM wins the roll the character was not willing or able to find
the item or pay the price. Either way the $’s assigned are considered spent.
Yes, yes… I know. But think of those times you are going to get a $$$ item with a good roll by only spending $. If
you need rationalization, then consider the money tied up in investments as you search, or maybe your saving tanked
while shopping, or that you got so hacked off at missing the deal you when out and blew the money on an all night
bender chugging ryncol at the Afterlife club. Maybe the money was spent on medicals bills! Possibly you tried to go cheap
and got a piece of junk that failed out of the box. In any case, that’s the rules so stop whining like a volus on Illium.
There are two main ways Wealth Level is used in game:
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During a mission: There will be times when the GM might decide that you need to spend some major cash;
bribing an NPC, buying passage on a ship, or dropping some cred to fix that grav car you wrecked. The GM may also put
some merchants or fences (fences that sell stolen goods, not that keep varren out) with some rare goods.
Between missions: In the briefing phase of an operation, Characters must pay living expenses. During the
debriefing phase they are able to use their new found wealth to buy those things they really wished they had during the
mission part of the operation.
Living Expenses:
This could easily be ignored if desired, but it is fun and allows those who are able to earn money to really get a
benefit out of it. Pay-grade $ is given at the beginning of the Briefing phase. The character must assign a number of $’s
for living expenses and only those left over can be spent during the operation. Saved bonus $ can also be spent here.
The level of living one chooses can have a massive effect on the game. Note that there is no test roll made—the $ spent
is the living expense gained.
Dangerous Conditions (Gain +1 $ to be spent in Briefing phase)
This is the cheap way to go, but the roaches in space attack when the lights get turned on! Choosing to live in
such places as the passageway slums of Omega or in the wild on some colony world can save some creds but can often
have negative effects on one’s health. A character that chose this lifestyle gains +1 $ but must also pass a Resolve test or
start the first engagement at -1 Health and -1 Influence from poor diet, bites, and being unable to sleep with both eyes
closed.
Substandard Living (Costs $)
This is how the vast majority of the galaxy lives, regardless of how “civilized” one’s race claims to be. Not overly
dangerous but not too comfortable. This would represent low-rent urban housing, the hold of a tramp freighter, or
standard military berthing. It may generate a threat roll of some sort if the GM wishes.
Basic Living (Cost $$)
If a being has pulled itself up a rung or two on the ladder of success, they might find themselves living a little
better life; what is called on Earth the “middle-class.” No danger but plenty of common comforts. This might involve
colonial suburbs or decent accommodations in a Citadel ward.
Moving On Up (Cost $$$)
This is about the highest level of living most successful beings will enjoy, usually in retirement. But for those with
the skills and audacity such a life-style is not out of reach. This would include exclusive quarters or gated communities
on any settled world or a privately owned home on a colony, maybe even a swanky apartment in the Presidium. This
sort of living gives a character a temporary +1 Health for the first engagement in the next operation.
It’s Good to be the King (Cost $$$$ or more)
Only the social, political, and industrial elite need apply. Even the very wealthy need connections for the type of
living this choice encompasses. This might include a luxury penthouse on Illium, a lavishly furnished compound on a
remote world, or quarters on a privately owned space station. This is the life; characters gain +1 Health and +1 Influence
for the duration of the next mission.
During the mission and debriefing phases, characters may spend left over pay-grade and other saved $ on
services and items. The squad will usually have most of the required gear for a mission; that being ammo and armor! But
sometimes that little extra helps. It is up to the GM to decide if any particular item is available and the required WL to
purchase (a guide is provided below.)
Unlike with living expenses, characters may look for a deal while shopping around or may spend a little extra to
make sure they get what they want. A Wealth Level roll is made as above; offering $ for a $$$ item will make the skill roll
harder. All $’s bid are crossed off even if the roll fails. If the roll succeeds they get the goods. If a critical is rolled then the
GM may assign a bonus to that item’s use (temporary or permanent) to represent getting that rare find or reduce the $
spent by one instead.
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Field Supplies ($-$$)
These represent a vague list of “stuff” that might be helpful on a mission; climbing ropes, camping gear, sets of
local attire, food, etc. Generally such sundries are consumable and provide for only a single mission. Using PR points
helps to make sure a character just happened to buy that one item they really need.
Tools ($$-$$$$)
This purchase represents a specialized set of tools and equipment that must be determined at purchase, such as
electronics kit, grav engine tools, armor repair kit, chemical analysis kit, etc. A regular $$ gets the bargain models but
spending more may allow +1 or +2 bonuses at the GM’s discretion. These are usually reusable items but may require the
occasional Repair & Upkeep roll to restock.
Advanced Equipment Facility ($$$-$$$$)
This level of purchase is for specialized shops and labs that require dedicated space. This might include a genetic
testing facility, a garage, computer banks for quantum analysis, or even a clinic. Having the equipment and appropriate
skills should garner at least a +1 to the appropriate skill roll.
License ($-$$$$)
This product includes any in a wide of permits from the governing bodies in a local, be they governmental,
corporate, or even criminal. There is a wide array of price ranges from fishing and street crossing permits all the way up
to what are effectively letters of Marque and Reprisal. The area of authority should also affect the price; a license that is
only valid on Zakera ward level 27 should be far less than something that covers an entire star cluster.
Advanced Medical Procedures ($$-$$$$)
First, this can not reverse a botched Upgrade purchase (see below), ever. This covers a significant medical
operation requiring extended recovery time. It could be required by the GM to cure a rare disease, repair significant
damage, or could be used to permanently alter one’s appearance.
Boost ($-$$)
Buying boosts represents purchasing some consumable item that gives a Character slight advantage during an
engagement. This could be a pack of advanced medi-gel (heal 1 Health), weapon tune up (+1 to-hit), a day at the spa (+1
influence), etc. The player explains what they want and the GM decides if the service or equipment is available.
Spending $ grants the bonus for one roll while spending $$ grants the bonus for the duration of an engagement, or
grants +2 as applicable. It is required the player describe what the bonus item is.
Upgrade ($$$-$$$$)
An upgrade is a major overhaul, surgery, rebuild, or modification of a person’s body or gear that grants a
permanent (constant) +1 bonus. Each item has a certain attributes and each can only be upgraded once. Things that are
used to attack (guns, implants, etc) have to-hit and damage values that can be upgraded. Armor has an AC value and
heavier armors can have their Stealth penalty reduced at the GM’s discretion. Tool kits, computers, vehicles, and pretty
much anything that grants an effect or a skill roll can be given +1. Even a HEPA can be improved this way.
It is not all it’s cracked up to be though! Monkying around with complex systems—be they mass effect or
biological—can have terrible side effects. If the $$$$ spending roll fails, that attribute score can never be improved this
way again. But if you go the back alley route and only spend $$$ and a “1” is rolled the procedure backfires! Even if the
roll is otherwise successful! -1 to that value—permanently. This penalty can never be reversed, never, ever, ever.
Loan ($-$$$$)
An intergalactic economy has intergalactic bankers… and loan sharks, and indentured servant brokers, etc. A
character may borrow a desired amount (“Getting the loan is easy! Always a great deal for you, sapient!”) without any
test roll. But at the end of each mission (debriefing phase) that character must test Influence (plus applicable skills)
against the GM roll + $ borrowed +1. If this rolls fails the Character must immediately pay back the loan or be turned
over to collections. Collections in Hack Effect do more than upload nasty messages to your personal terminal; they bring
guns. Once per operation the GM can seed +2 PR to the bowl to drop in collections agents; create a seasoned or veteran
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bounty hunter who will focus all attacks on the indebted character until incapacitated or paid. In cases where the
engagement might be social or commercial, this bounty hunter will actually be a powerful lawyer that will interfere with
proceedings. Have you ever faced an asari commando unit? Few humans have.
At this point the character will lose all $ up to the $ borrowed +1. If short, the agents take the money and will be
back later (i.e., GM keeps being able to add them in). Each time they come to collect, payment is always remaining $
owed +1. If the collections agent is defeated, it simply means others will be sent in operation after operation until the
debt is paid off. Or maybe a deal can be struck that involves a dangerous, yet interesting, mission…
Repair & Upkeep ($-$$$$)
The GM may decide that the squads gear or transport is due for some servicing. While going off to find some
product discontinued plasma injectors for the ship can make for an interesting adventure, sometimes you just want to
fork over the creds and be done with it. Trying to earn the $ for the work can also be and adventure seed. The required $
level will be set by GM and should match the level of importance; minor weapons calibrations after a rough mission
might be $ while having to replace the mass effect drive core should be $$$$ or more. Penalties for not being able to
afford the needed work should be more severe the more critical the repairs are, something like -1 to-hits rolls for the
adventure or the loss of an appropriate class power until the oil is changed, so to speak.
Melee Weapons ($)
Pistols ($)
Shotguns ($$)
Assault Rifles ($$)
Sniper Rifles ($$$)
Heavy Weapons ($$$$)
Nice Attire (describe suit) ($)
EVA Suit ($)
Light Armor ($)
Tactical Armor ($$)
Heavy Armor ($$$)

The Omni-present Omni-tool:
Omni-tools are handheld devices that combine a computer
microframe, sensor analysis pack, and minifacturing fabricator.
Versatile and reliable, an omni-tool can be used to analyze and adjust
the functionality of most standard equipment, including weapons and
armor, from a distance. Tech attacks and powers are performed with
an Omni-tool.
The fabrication module can rapidly assemble small threedimensional objects from common, reusable industrial plastics,
ceramics, and light alloys. This allows for field repairs and modifications
to most standard items, as well as the reuse of salvaged equipment and
applying medicine from stimulants to medi-gel.
Omni-tools are standard issue for soldiers and first-in colonists
and are quite common in all circles due to their versatility.
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Weapons, Engagements, and Zones:
Blowing up evil aliens is really the meat and synthetic-space-tubers of Hack Effect, with a good story in between
battle scenes. These scenes—even those where no shots are fired—are called Engagements. Each engagement involves
some manner of conflict (not all will involve combat!) and a series of Zones, which are vaguely defined areas that give a
basic description of the scene. Zones are linked together and are not necessarily of the same size. We might describe
one zone as a “large cargo hold strewn with smashed food containers,” and an adjacent zone might be “a shuttle bay
that is slowly leaking air into space due to an explosion,” while next to that might be a zone described as “cramped
operations center.”
Instead of tracking detailed movements within each zone, we only concern ourselves with travel between zones.
Each zone is likely separated by some obstacle or barrier such as a door, bridge, or ancient stone wall. Keep track of
relative distances with simple paper sketches or miniatures without worrying with detailed ranges or counting spaces.
The galaxy is made up of a vast array of terrains, both natural and manufactured. Each zone will have certain
attributes that will affect combat and travel. Following is a sample list:
 CQB (Close Quarters Battle)—These zones consist of small spaces where an enemy can pop around the corner
just meters away! Small, easy to use weapons work best in these zones. Examples: ancient ruins, mines, building
interiors, winding starship passages.
 Open—Zones of this terrain type have little in the way of cover and due to ability to see targets at a distance,
tend to be larger as well. Examples: flatlands, long stretches of city streets, plazas, large hangar bays, along a
ship’s hull.
 Dense—This usually describes zones whose main attribute is that there are crowded with obstacles that provide
cover and obscure the view. Some may be larger areas, but not necessarily. Examples: box strewn warehouses,
forests, stalagmite filled caverns, crowded city street, ancient ruins filled with columns.
 LoS (Line of Sight)—This zone type is optional but represents an area that is really big, requiring a vehicle to
cross or several turns of Move actions to leave. This is a place where missiles, cannons, and sniper fire will be
likely. Without a long range weapon (sniper rifle, heavy weapon, vehicle mounted) a unit cannot fire into an
adjacent LoS zone, they can only fire in the LoS zone.
 Common—This is a catch-all category for those terrains that don’t fit in the others. No weapons gain a bonus
here.

Other Zone Details:
Some zones have other details worthy of mention, and some of these details may require a successful
Awareness or Science test to find out. The three most notable aspects of any zone are; enemies (dealt with later),
environmental hazards, and treasure nodes.
Environmental Hazards:
The galaxy is a harsh place. The unit may be sent into areas such as derelict space hulks with no atmosphere,
steamy alien worlds filled with toxic spores, or into mysterious ruins emitting strange radiation. A few that might be
found in the Mass Effect universe are described below.
 Zero-G—The Character must make successful Fitness roll to move between Zones. A failed roll will result in not
being able to change zones. A “1” rolled in the Move attempt results in the Character becoming Impeded and
then Cornered, as they frantically flail about or grip the nearest hand-hold with white-knuckled terror.
 Explosives—Hazardous and unstable materials are stored in containers designed to be safe; safe but not shot at!
These might be plasma containers, explosive tanks, ammunition packs, or even mining charges. The GM should
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only allow a few of these per zone. They will explode if hit (AC 12 due to small size and toughness), doing 1 point
of damage to all nearby enemies. Players may spend 1 PR to increase damage to 2; GM may seed 1 Renegade
point to let the enemy shoot containers by the Characters!
 Environmental & Atmospheric—Suits are pretty tough and equipped with medi-gel injectors, auto suit repair
functions, antibiotics, and shielding systems. But even Spectre gear has its limits (just ask Shepard) and when
enough damage is taken in a hostile environment it will get into the suit. Any time a Character is reduced to
Wounded status or worse, they have been exposed. (Note: see Quarians).
o The effects of exposure should be determined by the GM: for toxins it might be that the exposed
character will lose 1 Health per turn until given the antidote; for contamination it might result in the
character suffering -1, -2, or -3 to randomly selected (or all!) HEPA values until the vector is discovered;
for vacuum the character will suffocate in 3 turns unless someone helps repair the suit. Additionally if a
character loses all Health points in a Hazardous Environment, they will bleed out on a roll of 1-5 instead
of the usual 1-3. By the way, Cerberus isn’t going to bring you back!
 Radiological—Some areas are radiated enough to get through the shielding provided by most combat armor.
The GM will have to determine the time increments and the effects. So a Radiological hazard may be described
as; -1 Fitness every 10 minutes. If the radiation effects equipment, then each Character will have to pass a
Science roll to prevent a -1 penalty to uses of affected gear. This could be -1AC, -1 to-hit, -1 when making
Science rolls for scanners, etc. For radiation that affects biological systems a Fitness roll must be made. Failed
rolls will result in either reduction in HEPA scores (most commonly Fitness) or reduction in Health. Nasty
radiation will wreak havoc both on the equipment and the beings using them!
o A new roll must be made after each time increment. Further failures will be additive, resulting in
equipment failures or greater illness as appropriate. These can not be recovered through normal rest;
equipment must be repaired and recalibrated, bodies must be purged and treated.
Treasure nodes are any areas or items where valuables might be stored. These might be dropped PDA’s with
financial information, an unsecured bank terminal, a secured weapons locker, wall safes, cargo containers, and so on.
Most valuables are locked in someway, requiring a successful skill test to open (usually using Stealth, Decryption, or
Technician skills). The GM should pepper these about an engagement in various zones and for 2 PR points a player may
plant his own treasure node that only he can open; but he doesn’t get to determine the contents.
What’s inside? That depends. The GM can determine on his whim or it could be something needed for the
mission. Below is a also a small table for random treasures. Who gets what and when is up to the players.

1d10
1
2-3
4-5
6
7-8
9
10

Treasure Found
Weapon or Armor
Paragon points
Credits
+1 Boost
Renegade points
Blue Prints
Vital clue

Effect
GM determine type; or player spending most PR points gets to decide.
Gain +2 Paragon points.
$ - $$$ bonus Wealth
GM determines type, as per WL section; or player spending most PR points gets to decide.
Gain +2 Renegade points.
Gain +2 to next Upgrade roll. Usable only once.
Find documents with vital information; may be saved for later mission.
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Weapon Types:
As with all things Hack, weapons are kept simple. Each character is trained to use certain weapons or types of
attacks; using a weapon one is not skilled in garners a -2 to-hit rolls and they never gain a Terrain bonuses. Each
Character starts with one weapon of choice, and possibly also has Biotic or Tech abilities. Those without the Biotic or
Tech Attack abilities can not make those sorts of attacks, even at -2. Each weapon type has a Favored Terrain, which
grants a +2 to-hit rolls when the target is in that terrain type.
 Hand-to-hand—This includes any manner of armored punching,
pistol whipping, blades, or rifle-butt strikes. Melee attack phase
attacks only, same zone only. They do 1 damage. Critical hits
stun the target for the next turn. No terrain bonus, but anyone
can make these attacks. Completely unarmed attacks are -2 tohit.
 Pistols—Small but accurate pistols, SMGs, and similar small
arms. Roll 3d10 to hit, keeping the highest two. They can fire
into adjacent zones. Do 1 point of damage. +2 QCB
 Shotguns—Close range assault weapons firing in wide shot
patterns. Effective at close range; when used in same zone 2d10
to-hit, and both count as Critical dice. Does 2 damage. When
used on target in adjacent zone, they are -2 to-hit and do 1
damage. +2 QCB

Encumbrance
Some items, even in the miniaturized, synthetic alloyed
world of Mass Effect, are Heavy. Characters can only
carry so many items before movement is adversely
affected. If a Character carries more Heavy items than
Heavy Slots available, movement is reduced to
stumbling and they will fail every roll attempted.

Heavy Slot
A Character has a number of Heavy Slots available equal
to their Fitness HEPA bonus. Some powers or skills may
add slots. Heavy Weapons do actually take up a Heavy
Slot, oddly enough.

Very Heavy Items
Some items are Very Heavy and take up to Heavy Slots.

Starting Weapons

Each Character starts with a weapon, possibly two.
Note that Biotic and Tech attacks do not count towards
 Flame-Thrower—The ability to wreath one’s foes in flames has
Encumbrance. Every extra weapon takes up a Heavy
been a favorite with armies through time and space. Only
usable in same zone. 2d10 to hit, does 2 damage. When a target Slot.
is hit it must make a Resolve test or spend the rest of the turn screaming and trying to put themselves out; even synthetics
have fire protection protocols. The fuel tanks of anyone wearing a flame-thrower explode (causing 2 damage) if that target
is hit with a critical. +2 Open terrain.
 Assault Rifles—This is the mainstay of military forces throughout the galaxy, able to send a large volume of bullets down
range and provide covering fire for troop movements. Roll 2d10 to hit, 2 damage. Able to shoot into adjacent zones. +2
Open terrain.
 Sniper Rifles—Any manner of high-powered rifle accurate enough to make precision shots at distance. They roll 2d10 to-hit
and do 2 damage with a normal attack, and can shoot 2 zones away or into a LoS zone. If used with a Focus action however,
representing taking careful aim, they gain +2 to-hit and do 4 damage. +2 Open or LoS terrain.
 Heavy Weapons—Come in many shapes and sizes and use expensive and sometimes hard to find ammunition. This is
represented in game terms by requiring 1 PR point to use. The shooter then decides whether to hit all enemies in a zone for
2 damage (2d10 to-hit, roll for each enemy) or a single enemy for 4 damage (2d10 + 2 to-hit.) Criticals do +2 damage. No
character can start with a heavy weapon. +2 Open or LoS terrain.
 Tech Attacks—Require the Tech attack ability. Tech attacks occur during Action 3. They roll 2d10 to-hit, get +2 to hit vs.
synthetics, and do 1 damage. They can attack targets in adjacent zones. +2 Open terrain.
 Biotic Attacks—Require the Biotic attack ability. Biotic attacks occur during Action 3. They roll 2d10 to-hit, do 2 damage,
and can attack targets in adjacent zones. +2 Dense terrain.
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Armor, Healing, and Injury:
Armor comes in five general classes, representing not only the material itself but the shield generator it is
equipped with. Some powers and abilities will modify a target’s AC. The number given is what must be rolled or greater
on a to-hit roll; usually 2d10. A character trained in the use of one level of armor may also use all armor types below it.
Techno-babble Alert: Stealth penalties for Tactical and Combat armor are not because they are clumsy, but because they
have more powerful shield emissions that are harder to mask. Yeah, that’s it.
Armor Type
Armor Class
Examples
No Armor
8
Dinner clothes, dock-worker coveralls, lab frock
Light Armor
10
Archaic armor, civilian concealed armor, surplus, police issue, standard walls
Tactical Armor
12
Scout armor, standard military issue, riot gear
Combat Armor (Heavy)
14
Heavy trooper armor, front-line issue, advanced shielding, light vehicles
Vehicle Armor (V.Heavy)
16
Heavy duty vehicle, shuttles, thresher maw, thick walls, geth colossus
Note: Surviving an Engagement without getting reduced to Mission Fail status and wearing no armor, grants +2 PR point
of the player’s choice. The other survivors will definitely be saying, “That one’s got a quad!” Showing up to a gun fight
with no armor and getting taken out… the survivors will be saying, “Guess the poor beast had it coming.” No PR points.
Healing and Injury:
Characters will often need to heal after an engagement. Trauma care in Mass Effect is very effective, with even
the most severe injuries made treatable by medi-gel and advanced medical equipment. There are 5 levels of Health loss
before a character is incapacitated. All “Extra” Health boxes are treated as Good. Note that treating the most severe
Health level will also treat all lesser levels of injury. To make Hack Effect more like Mass Effect, allow all levels of injury
to automatically heal after an engagement; that medi-gel is some stout stuff!
 Good—You’re fine, we’re all fine here. All hits to Good boxes are automatically healed after an engagement,
barring any detrimental environmental factors that prevent healing.
 Bleeding—It’s not too bad, but someone definitely winged you. A least one injury is bleeding enough to require
attention. You will need basic first aid or a few minutes rest and a small dose of medi-gel.
 Wounded—That definitely knocked the wind out of you, getting through your armor. You will need advanced
care or several hours with medi-gel equipment (auto-doc, combat suit, medical bed, etc) to repair the injury.
 Critical—If you weren’t screaming in pain into tac-com, you would appreciate the shot you just took. Your vision
is turning red and your heart is pounding. Though your suit has stopped your bleeding, you will require a few
days in advanced trauma care to recover.
 Mission Fail—Your quick-save is flashing before your eyes. You can’t go on. Roll 1d10; on a 4 or higher you are
just unconscious until the end of the fight or medi-gel is applied (see Paragon points). If you roll a 1-3 your
Character is bleeding out; the medi-gel and medical functions of your armor aren’t enough to save you. Without
skilled medical attention (Science skill roll by another character), an application of medi-gel, or some other form
of advanced healing, you must make a Fitness roll vs. a target of 10 or die after the encounter. Any Character
that survives bleeding out, cannot recover before the end of the current engagement—they are down for the
count.
Crippling Injuries—Each engagement where a Character suffers a bleeding out result there is a possibility they have
received a crippling injury. The player must select an HEPA that might be affected and make a skill roll vs. the GM. If it
succeeds, the Character has a nice new visible scar or minor tick. If that HEPA roll fails, the attribute is reduced by -1—
permanently! Each MEP can only be reduced once this way, and each can be fixed by purchasing an Advanced Medical
Procedure, see Wealth Level section. This is an optional rule—as all rules are!
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Combat Rules:
Combat rules in Hack
Effect are pretty simple; roll tohit dice (usually 2d10) and add
them together. One should be
designated as a Critical die,
hopefully a different color. Add
all weapon, career, skill, and
terrain bonuses. Subtract any
penalties. A Critical die roll (10)
hit will always hit, even if the
total is not enough to normally
hit the target AC; this only does
normal damage, however.
Damage—Each weapon
or enemy type has a listed
damage value done on a
successful hit. A successful hit
always does at least 1 point of
damage. This can be adjusted by
skills, weapon bonuses, powers,
and PR points. If the Critical die
rolls a “10” extra damage is
done, +1 unless noted
otherwise.
Initiative & Actions—
Once a battle (or some other
conflict) has been engaged,
order of action must be
determined. Each Character and
enemy, or group of enemies,
must roll 1d10 and add their
Fitness HEPA and other
applicable modifiers. The
highest value goes first then in
order from highest to lowest. In
case of ties, the highest Fitness
goes first.
The action table lists the
order various actions are
performed during a combat
turn. Most non-combat type
actions; applying first aid,
hacking a computer, powering
up a vehicle, or anything else
that takes more than a point
and shoot/punch time frame,
should be done as Focus actions.

Action
Order

Action 1

Action 2

Action 3

Action 4

Action 5

Action 6

Action 7

Action
Type
Defend
or
Protect

Shoot Weapon

Focus, Impede,
Biotic, Tech

Move

Melee Attack

Push or Throw

Focus Actions
Completed
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Effects of Action
Choosing either of these options
means forgoing direct action in
favor of taking a reactive stance
which allows you to make a
Counter-attack against everyone
that successfully hits you in the
attack turn of this round.
If you have a Ranged Weapon you
may make an attack against anyone
in your arena or in an adjacent
arena (this being the only nontalent way to attack someone not in
your arena).
If you decide to use a Biotic or Tech
attack, or a Focus ability, it’s at this
point you announce what you’re
starting to do and enter a period of
vulnerability before the effects of
the talent go off on Turn Seven.

Not just tactical movement, which is
considered a normal part of a
combatant’s action within a zone;
this action allows you to Move your
character into an adjacent zone,
possibly even a new one you
suggest to the GM on the spot.
This action allows you to Attack
anybody you share the zone using
any hand-to-hand weapon or
unarmed strikes.
You can attempt to move yourself
and any number of opponents into
an adjacent (and easily-accessible)
arena by Pushing them, which
requires testing a single Stealth roll
against each of their Resolve rolls. If
any of them win the test, none of
you move.
At this point any Focused actions go
off (initiative rolled if needed to
determine order) but only if the
focuser remained undamaged until
now.

Choosing to Defend means that
your Armor Class goes up by one
category (+2). Choosing to Protect
means any attacks this round that
target a chosen friend in your
arena will attack you instead.
You can also choose to “hold and
aim” and attack at any point later
in the combat in order to interrupt
someone’s focus or decide who to
attack once you see what they’re
doing. Make lots of machine gun
noises; maybe the screams of your
foes.
Alternately you can attempt to
Impede someone, spending your
round preventing them from
leaving the arena you’re both in.
To do so successfully requires
testing your Fitness against theirs.
If you succeed, you may have also
managed to Corner them (see Turn
Seven).
Moving zones might require a successful HEPA test if difficult to get
to (such as climbing or zero-g). If
someone managed to Impede you,
at this point you can attempt to
counterattack them.
Be sure to use vivid description,
especially on a Critical Hit, as the
target has been thrown down.
Alternately you can attempt to
Throw a single opponent into
another arena by testing your
Fitness HEPA against their
Awareness or Resolve (their
choice).

If you successfully Impeded
someone, and also didn’t take any
damage since then, the Impede
turns into a Cornering and they
cannot choose the Move action
the following round, either.

Paragon and Renegade Points:
The GM should have a stack of Paragon and Renegade tokens collected in “The Stack.” In the middle of the table
should be “The Bowl,” or a bowl called “The Armory,” or something like. The Armory should be in the center of the table
in easy reach for all the players. During the Briefing Phase of the operation, the GM should put in a Paragon and a
Renegade token for each player and add in a few extra of each; 3-5 random tokens is good.
Any time someone does something in or out of character that makes the game more awesome like Mass Effect
is awesome, they should get a Paragon or Renegade point depending the nature of the action. Anyone can reach in and
hand it to another player. It is important to keep the PR points flowing, as many talents, skills, and weapons use them.
The GM may also “seed” the armory by doing things like boosting monsters or causing interesting troubles for
the characters. Some characters will have attributes that can be invoked by the GM by spending points. The GM can also
seed the armory by countering PR points used by players. See the Operation Profile section for information on GM use
of PR points.
Renegade Points
One gains Renegade points by being more… direct. This
doesn’t mean you go around killing innocents, but perhaps
you pushed that merc out the window instead of letting
him go or you sabotaged a power-plant to stop some bad
guys that the rest of the colony still needed. Maybe you’re
just insensitive or greedy and made a great deal by taking
advantage of someone else… especially a squad mate. Out
of character Renegade points should not be earned by
being a jerk; that’s just no fun. But if you said something
that was funny, but not particularly nice or maybe you were
obviously selfish, snitching, or being a munchkin, you
deserve one. Of course you could be a jerk, but remember
that no one can hear you screaming when your friends
space you.

Paragon Points
Paragon points represent those above and beyond efforts
to bring just a little more “good” into the galaxy. Being
helpful and charitable, risking your skin or resources for
others, talking your way out of a fight, are all ways a
Character can earn Paragon points. This should probably
involve a sacrifice or the possibility thereof. Out of
character Paragon points can be earned by being polite,
particularly clever, or brought something particularly
tasty to the game (auto point!) Helping clean up or such
activities are good too. Keep in mind that it will be your
friends and peers deciding to give you Paragon points—if
you are being Mr. Goody-Two Shoes just for the points,
they’ll know it. And they might give you a Renegade point
instead for being a poseur!

Spending PR points:
PR points can be spent not only for the sake of career powers and damage, but for more specific events as well.
Each use should be accompanied by some manner of description, such as “targeting the optics,” or “Oh, I know that guy
has a bum knee, I’m tripping him.”
Renegade Points
One Renegade Point
 Add additional (violent) effect to
an attack roll.
 +2 to-hit against target that may
provide personal gain or
intimidate foes.
Two Renegade Points
 Do an extra point of damage on a
successful attack roll.
 Create an NPC with information
worth money or some manner of
gain; blackmail.
Three Renegade Points
 Prevent someone from using an
enemy or career power for the
duration of the engagement;
explain how.

Any PR Point

Paragon Points

One P / R Point
+2 to any HEPA roll.
Have useful items accessible.
Recharge a Cooldown power.
+1 to any rolls involving $.
Use a Heavy Weapon.
Two P / R Points
 Recharge a Mission power;
outside of combat only.
 Apply medi-gel, instantly
restoring 1 Health level.

One Paragon Point
 Add an additional effect when
making a HEPA or skill roll.
 +2 to-hit rolls while defending
friends or innocents.

Three P / R Points
 Completely ignore a single attack
during an engagement.

Three Paragon Points
 Use a power or skill you don’t
normally have; explain a way for
it to happen.
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Two Paragon Points
 Create a friendly NPC that has a
skill, item, or information useful
to the mission.
 Add +1 AC against a single attack.

Leveling Up:
A Character levels up when every playe at the table has spent (not earned, spent) twelve P / R points in any
combination, but at least one of each kind. If there is a player lagging behind, perhaps you are being stingy with the PR
points. Maybe they are shy or too straight-laced to earn out-of-character points. Maybe they are not being very
imaginative with their actions. Help them out! Encourage them and give them chances to help you with the assist.
Once the last person has spent their last PR point, be sure to have Alliance Command send a congratulatory,
musical message to their Omni-tools. Then finish the battle; leveling up happens after an engagement and only if there
is time for an after action report.
When the level is gained, do the following: Choose a HEPA and give it +1; Select a Career Power; Select a Skill;
Note the increased $$ of your new pay-grade. Also add any other career bonuses gained from an increase in level. It
might also be wise to look at your character’s motivation and see if anything needs to be rethought.

The Operation Profile:
Now comes the fun part; saving the galaxy! Alliance command doesn’t pay their Corsairs to just sit around and
count space rocks! The term Operation is used to describe the whole of the actions taken by a squad to achieve a stated
goal, including travel, maintenance, engagements, surveillance, action reports, and the trip home. Each operation has
different phases. A simple operation may consist of only two or three zones and a handful of enemies. A longer
Operation may have several deployment and engagement phases.
Remember that Hack Effect is about the fun! If a phase just isn’t doing it for the group (such as the living
expenses thing), cut it out. If you want to expand a phase and perhaps even start making skill rolls and NPC interactions,
go for it.
Briefing Phase—During this phase of the mission, the characters are gathered from the various hidey-holes and
residences where they stay when not out saving the galaxy. Each character must spend their Living Expense level and
gain the benefits or penalties earned (see Wealth Level, Living Expenses.) This phase could actually involve characters
having to find parts of the squad before starting the mission. When gathered, a brief description of the goals, locations,
enemies, and other intelligence is displayed for the squad. Intel might be more or less (mostly less) correct.
Deployment Phase—This phase is where the travel happens. Mode of travel will differ mission to mission, but
usually involves some covert or hired ship (warships are just too conspicuous) and then some manner of land transport.
Healing and Mission powers can be recharged. Sometimes a deployment will end in an ambush, resulting in an
unexpected engagement. There will usually be a deployment phase before each mission phase.
Mission Phase—These phases are where the engagements occur. Enemy resistance is expected and the squad is
set out into a starting zone and the battle is underway. There may be multiple short engagements during a mission, but
generally there is just one engagement per phase that involves multiple zones. Each mission phase should have a
definite goal to be achieved. Keep in mind that not every zone will be for combat—some of the toughest missions are
those where no shots can be fired! Each mission phase ends with an After Action Report (AAR), where loot is divided,
information gathered, levels gained, and Cooldown and Mission powers are recharged.
Debriefing—This the final wrap-up of the operation. Characters are given their pay-grade $ to spend, final
treasure and mission fallout are discussed, and the team is dismissed. Long campaigns that involve the squad staying
together may have multiple debriefing phases to represent long down times in-between star-hopping.
GM and the Use the Paragon and Renegade Points:
The GM uses PR points a little differently than players. When the GM uses PR to create an effect, he “seeds” a
point or two into “The Bowl.” It can be random or dependant on the type of effect (nice or mean) the GM is invoking. If
the bowl is empty, players cannot give each other PR points; this means they can’t recharge and can’t gain levels! Some
enemies have PR point invoked powers, but at any time the GM can seed two PR points to:
 +1 Damage to an attack.
 +2 to a to-hit or skill roll.
 Impose a special condition from an attack (you’re on fire! / frozen! / poisoned!) A successful HEPA roll should be able to
cancel the effect.
 Add reinforcements for the enemies; this costs 1 PR for per threat level (two rookies cost 1 PR).
 Heal a wounded or defeated enemy—especially useful for those multi-form bad guys!
 Starting up any dramatically appropriate event the Characters must resolve (angry girlfriend, equipment failure, etc.)
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A Hostile Galaxy:
Alliance Command has designated threat level assessments in accordance with standard EarthDefSpacForComm
protocols. Enemies can be assigned bonuses based on weapons used (if applicable) or the GM can just use the values
listed below in the Face of the Enemy section.
Rookie (ALPHA-Blue)
Rookie level threats represent the rank and file thugs, punks, and vermin that pose no threat to a skilled Corsair
team except in great numbers. They gain no weapon bonuses; have only 1 Health, AC 8 (maybe 10), only do 1 damage,
have no Critical dice, and only roll 1d10 to hit. When they mass attack the whole group will roll a number of d10 equal to
the number attacking at once (terrain may limit this) and keep the highest 2. Excess damage done (above 1) is applied to
other ALPHA-Blues in the mob. The GM may plant PR points to grant a small bonus to Rookies if they like.
Mass Effect Examples: Lightly armed thugs or civilians, crazed ship wreck survivors, varren, husks, thorian
creepers.
Seasoned (BRAVO-Yellow)
Seasoned level threats are usually the better trained or equipped members of a given organization. They are still
nameless and low-level, but they do gain benefits of their weapon; damage levels, terrain bonus, Critical dice, etc. Most
are still not equipped to stand up against heavy firepower, having 1-3 Health. They may also be equipped with armor,
but their AC will usually not be higher than 10 or 12. Some may also have special powers with PR seeding.
Mass Effect Examples: FENRIS Mechs, regular mercenary/army troops, pirates, guards, biotic terrorists, geth
troopers, geth drones, LOKI mechs
Veteran (CHARLIE-Orange)
Veteran troops begin posing a real threat to Corsair team operations. They include highly trained, well equipped,
and physically powerful enemies. They gain all weapons benefits and many are likely to have advanced powers as well as
protective armor. Veteran troops are the leaders of enemy units or tough individual foes, having 5-10 health. Most are
worthy of having dossiers on file with one organization or another.
Mass Effect Examples: Mercenary captains, YMIR mechs, geth hunter/destroyer, skilled techs or biotics
Spectre (DELTA-Red)
Spectre level threats are deadly foes capable of causing wide-spread destruction and laying down punishing
attacks on those they face. They have the best equipment, modifications, training, and powers. They will have powers
and skills (not needing PR seeding) along with access to advanced armor and weaponry. Some will also have followers or
minions that can be sent in ahead. A few DELTA-Red threats are physically weak but are in command of powerful
resources or have some particularly potent biotic ability or tech. Expect AC of 14 or higher and 15 or so Health.
Mass Effect Examples: Spectre, commando, elite trooper, geth prime, geth armature, Shadow Broker, syndicate
assassin, giant xenomorphs
Reaper (CODE BLACK)
Reaper level threats go beyond what the Threat Analysis Command (TAC) boys are able to classify. This would
normally be assigned only to imminent nuclear deployment, catastrophic orbital bombardment (natural or induced), or
some terrible alien plague capable of wiping out entire civilizations. But this threat level—for the designation of threats
possibly met in the field—is limited to such entities that are incredibly powerful, usually needing heavy or vehicle
mounted weapons to deal with. AC 16 or better is not uncommon with somewhere in the neighborhood of 25 Health.
Mass Effect Examples: thresher maw, geth colossus, ancient alien artifacts, and, uh… Reapers
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The Face of the Enemy:
The following information is gathered from Alliance intel assets as well as information from Jane’s Book of
Fighting Aliens, Alliance Field Manual ME-2305-A3, and the Citadel Council’s Known Xenological Threats Report Vols IIVX (aka Mean-o Xeno manual). It is far from inclusive, so keep sharp out there people! See
http://masseffect.wikia.com/wiki/Races for more aliens and for more information on the one’s given here.
 Health—2, AC—12, Damage—2
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers—Geth Shield (+1 AC if unit does not move),
missiles may do +1 damage if GM seeds a PR point.

Mercenary Companies, Military, Pirates, Guards, and
Gangs—These are the most likely opposition a squad will
meet during an operation. The names and factions are as
endless as the planets and ships they infest. This is a quick
run-down of the threat levels they represent. The real cannon
fodder for these types of organizations should be treated
simply as Rookies; AC 8, 1d10 to-hit, 1 damage, 1 Health, no
abilities.
“Blooded” Members have actually seen some action
and might have the tee-shirt.
 Health—2, AC—10, Damage—1
 Attacks—+2 QCB, same zone only
 Powers—None.

Geth Snipers are armed with sniper rifles and
shielding. They are specialized for long range combat
and are capable of jamming radar.
 Health—2, AC—10, Damage—2
 Attacks— +2 Open
 Powers— Geth Shield (+1 AC if unit does not move),
Radar Jamming (all geth in same zone get +1 AC).
Geth Destroyers & Hunters are heavy platforms with
upgraded shielding and armor. Destroyers are
capable of using heavy weapons and hunters have
tactical cloaking ability.
 Health—5, AC—14, Damage—3
 Attacks—+2 QCB
 Powers—Heavy Weapon (+1 damage if GM seeds 1
PR) or Cloak (Character must pass Awareness test to
shoot at Hunter)

Veteran Leg-Breakers are members who are the goto men, NCOs, and often lead small groups. Those
with more powerful Biotic or Tech attacks might also
fall in this category.
 Health—2, AC—12, Damage—2
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers— May have Heavy Weapon (+1 damage if
GM seeds 1 PR).
Officer Grades are the ones who run the show, get
the girls, and get the gear. Dangerous fighters.
 Health—3, AC—14, Damage—By weapon
 Attacks—By weapon
 Powers—+2 to Resolve rolls for other members of
unit, may have a career power as well.

Geth Primes are elite units equipped with pulse rifles
and heavy weapons. They have very strong shields
and are extremely resilient. Improves combat skills
of nearby geth and is capable of jamming radar.
 Health—10, AC—14, Damage—3
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers—Heavy Weapon (+1 Damage if GM seeds 1
PR), Hub (all geth in same zone gain +1 to-hit), Radar
Jamming (all geth in same zone get +1 AC).

The Geth—This is a race of networked artificial
intelligences that reside beyond the Perseus Veil. The
geth were created by the quarians, as laborers and tools
of war. When the geth became sentient and began to
question their masters, the quarians attempted to
exterminate them. The geth won the resulting war, and
reduced the quarians to a race of nomads. The one’s in
the service of Sovereign are known as heretics by the
geth Legion, which seems to indicate that not all geth are
bent on war. You’re probably not going to meet those
geth.
Geth Hoppers are cyberwarfare and ambush
platform, capable of sabotage, overload, and radar
jamming. Attacks using the geth sniper beam.
 Health—2, AC—10, Damage—2
 Attacks—+2 QCB
 Powers—AI Hacking (see Engineer), Radar Jamming
(all geth in same zone get +1 AC).

Geth Armatures are light, anti-personnel walkers
capable of launching geth siege pulses. Equipped
with machine-guns, heavy armor, and shields.
 Health—15, AC—16, Damage—4
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers—Machine-gun (each PR seed by GM allows
another Character to be shot at), Heavy Weapon (+1
damage if GM seeds 1 PR).
Geth Colossuses are heavy walkers capable of
launching devastating siege pulse attacks and
machine gun attacks. They are constructed with
extremely strong armor and shields.
 Health— 20, AC— 16, Damage— 5
 Attacks— +2 Open and LoS
 Powers—Machine-gun (each PR seed by GM allows
another Character to be shot at), Heavy Weapon (+1
damage if GM seeds 1 PR).

Geth Troopers are standard geth troops equipped
with Geth Pulse Rifles and Geth Barriers. Some are
armed with missile launchers.
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Mechs & Synthetics—Many governments and
corporations use robotic sentries. Below are listed the models
common to the Mass Effect universe, but other forms of
synthetic combatants would likely have similar attributes.
Most security mechs are armed with non-lethal weapons to
use against unarmed enemies, but immediately escalate to
deadly force when firearms are detected. They are run by
simple VI’s that are not able to affect complex tactics or
mission objectives.
Drones are small robots used to support and
supplement organic soldiers on the battlefield. They
have no Artificial Intelligence of any kind but follow
fixed, minimally adaptive programs. Most varieties
employ mass effect levitation to improve mobility.
 Health—1, AC—10, Damage—1
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers—Rocket drones have a damage value of 2.

savage, clannish, and consummate survivors. They
are pack hunters when vulnerable prey is readily
available and become scavengers when
outnumbered or outclassed.
 Health—1, AC—8, Damage—1
 Attacks—Melee only, 1d10 to-hit
 Powers—None.
Klixen are an insectoid species resembling giant
crabs or beetles. Little else is known about them.
Klixen are usually—if not always—found with larger
flying creatures called harvesters. Klixen do not
appear to be sentient. They have fire breathing
capabilities and explode violently when killed,
 Health—2, AC—10, Damage—1
 Attacks—Melee only
 Powers—If the Character killing a klixen is in the
same zone, they are attacked one last time (2d10, 1
damage).

FENRIS Mechs are quadrupedal dog mechs with a
"face" composed of contraband-detection sensors,
and it too is armed in case a perpetrator resists
arrest.
 Health—1, AC—10, Damage—1
 Attacks—Melee only
 Powers—Advance Sensors (+2 to all attempts to
detect beings or contraband).

Harvesters are huge, flying insectoid-reptile
creatures that inhabit several worlds throughout the
galaxy, including Tuchanka and Tarith. Their most
common attack seems to be to drop klixen in the
middle of their enemies; whether they are related or
if the harvester just relocates them is still unknown.
 Health—10, AC—14, Damage—3
 Attacks—Melee only
 Powers—May drop a single klixen in their zone
instead of making an attack.

LOKI Mechs are light duty, humanoid mechs. They
come in a variety of sizes and most are equipped
with opposable digits that give them versatility in
their security roles.
 Health— 2, AC—10 , Damage—1
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers—None.

Thresher Maws are subterranean carnivores that
spend their entire lives eating or searching for
something to eat. They are enormous, violent
creatures that burst up from the ground without
warning when disturbed. Thresher maws usually live
in large flat open spaces on uninhabited planets.
Thresher maws do not inhabit rolling hills,
mountains, or valleys.
 Health—30, AC—16, Damage—5
 Attacks— +2 Open
 Powers— Death from Below! Critical hits do double
damage.

YMIR Mechs are heavy combat mechs and are
nothing more than well armored weapons platforms
for use in high-threat areas, equipped with machine
guns and rockets.
 Health—5, AC—16, Damage—3
 Attacks—+2 Open
 Powers— Heavy Weapon (+1 damage if GM seeds 1
PR).
Xenomorphs—This is the general threat
classification for any non-sentient life-forms. This
includes everything from pyjacks, to wild dogs (hey, dogs
are aliens for other races), all the way up to thresher
maws. Most vermin and other small, harmless animals
should be treated either as harmless target practice or as
Rookies.
Husks, Thorian Creepers, and other such “zombie”
type enemies are also classified as xenomorphs, as most
have been altered into non-thinking, alien abomniations.

Husks, Thorian Creepers, and Abominations are all
examples of poor souls that are the remains of sentient
races that have been altered or converted into mindless
“zombies” by one method or another. Husks are created
by converting them into synthetics while Thorian
Creepers are created by biological methods. They are
more terrible for what they are instead of their combat
ability, but are dangerous in hordes or to the unarmed.
 Health— 1, AC— 8, Damage— 1
 Attacks— 1d10, melee only
 Powers— None. Abominations explode when killed;
when a Character in the same zone kills an
abomination, they suffer a final attack (2d10, 1
damage).

Varren are omnivores with a preference for living
prey. Originally native to the krogan homeworld of
Tuchanka, they are—like most life from Tuchanka—
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Combat Tracker:
Use the following chart to keep track of each combatant’s turn by placing the appropriate Character or enemy
token / miniature in the appropriate Initiative Order column and Action row. Advance each token in order.
Initiative
Order
1st

Initiative
Order
2nd

Initiative
Order
3rd

Initiative
Order
4th

Initiative
Order
5th

Initiative
Order
6th

Initiative
Order
7th or higher

Action
Number

Action
Type

Action
Effects

Action
1

Defend
Or
Protect

+2 AC,
defend or
protect, may
counterattack

Action
2

Shoot

Use gun to
attack. Can
opt to hold
shot until
later in turn.

Action
3

Focus
Impede
Biotic
Tech

Use a Focus
power or
skill, biotic or
tech attack,
or Impede
with a
Fitness roll.

Move

May move to
adjacent
zone if not
impeded.
May require
HEPA roll.

Melee
Attack

Make an
attack in
same zone.
Critical hits
knock over
enemies.

Push
Or
Throw

Fitness vs.
Awareness to
Push; Fitness
vs. Fitness to
Throw. Move
enemy to
adj. zone.

Focus
Effects

Effects of
Focused
powers or
skills are
resolved.

Action
4

Action
5

Action
6

Action
7
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Career:
Level
1
2
3
4

Background:

Rank

Paragon / Renegade Points:
Keep track of PR points used in the
track below. Party levels up when
everyone has spent 12 points.

Career Powers

Usage

Motivation:

Game Notes:
Inherent Ability:

Training:

2d10
5 or less
6-8
9-11
12-13
14-15
16-17
18-19
20

Gear:

Combat Chart:
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HEPA Bonus
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4
+5

Paragon and Renegade Token:
Personally, I’d stick with Red and Blue poker chips, but here is a sheet of cut out tokens that could be useful if
printed on a heavier card stock.
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Combat Tokens:
I prefer using miniatures, but that option may not available (or even desired) to some. But these should fit
perfectly on the Combat Tracker Chart.

The
Soldier

The
Biotic

The
Operative

The
Engineer

The
Scientist

The
Criminal

The
Infiltrator

Geth
Trooper
Alpha

Geth
Hopper
Alpha

Husk
Mob
Alpha

Klixen
Alpha

LOKI
Mech
Alpha

Soldier
Alpha

Pirate
Alpha

Asari

Civilian
A

Geth
Trooper
Bravo

Geth
Hopper
Bravo

Husk
Mob
Bravo

Klixen
Bravo

LOKI
Mech
Bravo

Soldier
Bravo

Pirate
Bravo

Human

Civilian
B

Geth
Trooper
Charlie

Geth
Hunter

Husk
Mob
Charlie

Klixen
Charlie

LOKI
Mech
Charlie

Soldier
Charlie

Pirate
Charlie

Krogan

Civilian
C

Geth
Trooper
Delta

Geth
Destroyer

Husk
Mob
Delta

Havester

LOKI
Mech
Delta

Soldier
Delta

Pirate
Delta

Turian

Civilian
D

Geth
Trooper
Echo

Geth
Prime

Varren
Pack
Alpha

Thresher
Maw

LOKI
Mech
Echo

Soldier
Echo

Pirate
First
Mate

Salarian

Civilian
E

Geth
Sniper
Alpha

Geth
Armature

Varren
Pack
Bravo

FENRIS
Mech
Alpha

YMIR
Mech
Alpha

Soldier
Sergeant

Pirate
Captain

Volus

Combat
Drone
v.1

Geth
Sniper
Bravo

Geth
Colossus

Varren
Pack
Charlie

FENRIS
Mech
Bravo

YMIR
Mech
Bravo

Soldier
Captain

Mystery
Character

Elcor

Combat
Drone
v.2
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